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Myiinvention is a beverage cooler and dis 
penser adapted to contain liquids which 
‘have a certain amount of sediment'and- in 
which it is desired to 
in dispensing. ' j : 

Anobject of my invention is to provide 
a beverage cooler and dispenser inattrab 

stir up the sediment 

tive form, particularly for dispensing bever~ - 
ages containing 'a' considerable portion of 
sediment such 
juices. . , 1 - > p I . 

A further object of my invention ‘is to 
provide cooling-devices such asfice con-'i 
tainers ‘which may be turned in'the dispenser 
and thus vstir the sediment'at the same time 
vcooling the‘ liquid. " ' ‘ ‘ ' 

I ‘preferably forrn‘my 
dispenser as an imitation of the typical soda 
waterbottle havingthe bottle structure d'i— 
vvided on a horizontal line below'the neck, ' 
the bottom portionlof'the bottle forming 
a liquid receptacle, the upper portion of the. 
bottle with a typical‘ metal cap forming . 
a top closure.‘ A stem extends downwardly 
‘throu h=the top'iclosure or cap and is sup 
porte by thev foot which rests on the bottom 
‘of the lower portion of-the bottle. ' 
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Ayoke is attached to the stemv and has 
suspended therefrom a pair of icev containers 
preferably formed of'glass.v gThe stem is 
jointed having a ‘bayonet‘type of joint so 
that the upper portion with the-neck‘ por 
tion of the bottle maybe disconnectedand 

‘ a renewed supply‘ of the beverage or'ice 
ea in . inserted in the bottle structureor the ice 

containers without ‘removing the latter if 
‘ ‘unnecessary. > 

A'handle on the upper; end’ of the stem 
I allows’ the. stem and theice containers ‘to 

‘ stood from' the following description and 

be rotated to'stirth'e contents of the‘ bottle. j 
’ My invention ‘will ‘bejmore readilyunder 

drawings in which—— ' 
Figurel isa side’ elevation vofmy cooler. 

and ‘dispenser. . - j _ c 

'Fig. 2 is a vertical section therethrough. 
Fig. 3 is a horizontal section von 'theline 
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Fig. 4 is twoxviewsof the bayonet joint.‘ 
for the stem. ' 
My beverage cooler comprises a struc-lw 

‘ture simulating a soda Water bottle ‘as in 
dicated generall by the numeral 1 having 
a lower or bott e portion 2 for containing ,7 
the beverage,‘ a seek portion- 3,‘ bane 

as] orange and i'other fruit‘ 

beverage cooler. and c 

1 

?tted together ‘tongue ‘joints. Amp ' 
5 which simulates the ordinaryfmeta'lcap of ‘ 
a soda water bottle is‘ secured to the top’ 
of the neck and 
through- , - ~ 

a foot 8 forms the base.‘ -A supporting stem 
9_,extends upwardly from the ‘base and has 
a ‘bayonet joint 10 connecting'it‘rwith the 
operating stem 11, the latter having trans-v 
verse pins 12 to‘engage the bayonet joint; 
A handle 13 is- secured to the upperfend 
of the operating stem and "may‘ibe‘ used 
for raisingand lowering same or forvv rotat- 7 

‘ ing it. A yoke 14 is "secured to ‘the, stem 9 
preferably above‘ the joint 4 and has a pin 
‘rali‘tyof openings 15 in which are suspended 
‘the ice containers l6;gthese'-latterhaving a 
rim'17-to allow their‘ support'from the yoke. ' 

themeans' for ' A spigot-or the like v1,8 forms 
dispensing the, ; liquid. 

and dispenser- is; substantially‘ as vfollows‘: 
'By meansof the:bayoinetjconnection of 

has an" aperture 6 there- " ; 
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A stand‘ designated generally vby the nu- ‘ 
mere-117, for insertion in the bottle, having 

The-manner otuse; of mybeverage cooler.‘ 

. 6,5 

the operating stemtlI-and the supporting ‘ 
stem 9 the bottleneck may be removed lift-Q‘ 
ing the ice containers therewithii’ desired 
or'the operating stemcan be detached from 

‘the supporting stein .allo'wingfree removal 
of the bottle neck and ‘the handle;‘the ice 
containers beingv removable than by the-up; 
per'end ofthe supporting stem. This allows ' 
thoroughcleansing ofthe lower’ or bottle 
portion of the dispenser. .The ice may be 
v?lled in the ice containers either while therev 
is beverage in the bottle or before‘the Yin 
sertion' of the" ice containers in position. ' ‘ 
The ice containers are supported on ‘the ' 

supporting stand onwthe bottom of ‘the bot 
tle wherethere ‘is ‘substantially no weight 
‘from the containers on' the’ bottle neckor 
the joint. ‘when it is "desired to 'stir j the ‘ 
liquid the handle is rotated, ‘thus rotating 
theuice containersythe supporting stem and 

‘ the‘foot.” Thisthoroughly'agitates the s'edi5 
ment and-jbrings-the cooling ice containers 
into intimate contact;- with'the- liquid to be 
dispensed, thereby thoroughly cooling same. 
It is preferable to make the dispensing 

bottle of glass‘and the ice containers‘, also of ‘ 
'glass'as'athese are more attractive-to the ‘ 
. public wand‘ causeinore ready sales than the 
‘enclosed. containers in ‘which the: contents 

519; is are Invisible.’ Reverend? 
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‘agitate the beverage. 

2 

been found that glass ice containers fre 
quently breakand a dispensing station has 
no means of cooling the ‘beverage, thereby, 
by mounting a plurality of ice containers 
in the bottle, even if one is broken the others 
may be utilized for cooling purposes. In 
the structure shown I illustrate only two ice 
containers, but it is to be understood that 
more may be utilized ifdesired. 
Although my invention is of simple Chill" 

.acter, nevertheless it Will be apparent that it 
may be changed in general construction or 
speci?c details to suit ‘particular types of 
liquid dispensers, such changes being within 
the scope of my lnventlon as set forthin 
the description, drawings and claims. 

‘It willfbe’noted that the neck portion 8 
has considerable outward bulge ‘above the 
joint v4‘: to allow :for stirring the beverage 
by reciprocating the stand with the ice-con 
tainers up and down. 7 Y ‘ lWhen - agitated .in this 

lllZtIIIlG1'_-‘tl18 foot 8 thoroughly ‘Silll‘S the con 
tents of the ‘dispenser. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim is: 
l. A beverage cooler comprising in com 

bination :a liquid receptacle, a stand sup 
ported in said vreceptacle and a plurality 
of ice containers insertable through the top 
of the receptacle ‘and movable therein to 

2. A beverage cooleras claimed in claim 1, 
in which the stand is supported on thebase 
'Of the ‘receptacle and 'is provided with :an 
vupward extension to allow rotation of the 
stand and the containers. 

3. A "beverage cooler and ‘dispenser geom 
prising in combination ‘a structure simulat 
ing a bottle having a lower portion ‘forming 
‘a liquid receptacle ‘and anrupper portion 
forming; a neck separable one from the other, 
a stand ‘in the receptacle portion "having a 
plurality of ice containers ‘supported thereby 
and means ‘extending through ‘the neck to 
rotate "the ice ‘containers. 

4. A beverage ‘cooler comprising in com 
bination 1a structure simulating bottle ‘hav 
ing a lower portion forming a ‘beverage ‘re 
‘ceptacle, an upper "portion forming ‘a ‘bottle 
neck, vthe “lower and‘ vupper portions ‘being 
separable. a ‘cap on .‘the‘neck portion, ‘a stand 
supported in the lower portion having a 
yoke ‘and a plurality of ice containers ‘de 
pending from the yoke. ' 

A. beverage cooler as claiined in claim 
4, having in addition an operating stein 
extending downwardly ‘through the clap d'e 
tachably connected'to the stand, said operat 
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ing stem being adapted to rotate the ice 
containers. ' 

G. A liquid beverage cooler and dispenser 
comprising in combination a bottle-like 
structure having a lower portion forming a 
beverage receptacle, ‘an'upper portion form 
ing a neclnacap on top of the neck, the neck 
being separable "from the lower portion, a 
stand having a ifoot mounted in the beverage 
receptacle, the foot resting on the base of 
said receptacle, a supporting ‘stem extending 
‘upwardly from the base, a yoke mounted on 
the stem, a ‘plurality of ice containers de 
pending from ‘the ,yoke, an operating stem 
detachably connected to the supporting stem, 
and extending upwardly through the cap 
and ineanson theupp'eryend eftheioperating 
stein -' to rotate the stand and ice containers. 

7. in beverage cooler anddi'spenser, a 
liquid receptacle, a stand having ‘a foot 
vresting on the base of the receptacle and 
a siiipporting stand v extending upwardly 
from the base, a yoke attached to the sup 
porting stand and extending horizontally 
thcr ‘om, a plurality of tubular ic'e eon 
tainers depending from ‘the ‘yoke into the 
liquid receptacle (and means to rotate ‘the 
supporting stand. . 

8. In a beverage ‘cooler-and dispenser 
claimed in claim 17, having in addition a 
closure element resting on the top ott the 
beverage receptacle having an 5opening 
through the top and‘an operating stem ex 
tending vdown‘uardly through said ‘opening 
and detachably connectedto the supporting 
stein ‘forming the means for rotating ‘the 
supporting stem and stand. 

9.111 a beverage cooler and-dispenser, a 
support for ice containers c‘ornp'rlis' (incen 
t'ra-l support g standpa i‘oot term g :a‘base 
therefor, said "not being adapted'to stand 
on the base of the liquid receptacle, a yoke 
"attached to the ‘upper portion of the sup 
portingstem having at'plurality of openings 
and ice vcontainers inserted through said 
openings and depending from the yoke. 

10. In a beverage cooler and dispenser 
claimed in ‘claim '9, ‘having in addition 

an operating stem det’achably' connected to 
the supporting stein, said operating stein 
being adapted to extend upwardly through 
a "cover for liquid receptacle and forming 
means exterior to the cover for ‘rotating 
the ice containers. . j I 

In testimony whereof I have "signed my 
name to this ' speci?cation. 

l/VM. MCLZAUGHLIN, 
, 
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